Concerted bifunctionality of the dCTP deaminase-dUTPase from Methanocaldococcus jannaschii: a structural and pre-steady state kinetic analysis.
Two mutant dCTP deaminase-dUTPases from Methanocaldococcus jannaschii were crystallised and the crystal structures were solved: E145A in complex with the substrate analogue alpha,beta-imido-dUTP and E145Q in complex with diphosphate. Both mutant enzymes were defect in the deaminase reaction and had reduced dUTPase activity. In the structure of E145Q in complex with diphosphate, the diphosphate occupied the same position as the beta- and gamma-phosphoryls of the nucleotide analogue in the E145A complex. The C-terminal region that is unresolved in the apo-form of the enzyme was ordered in both complexes and closed over the active site by interacting with the phosphate backbone of the nucleotide or with the diphosphate. A magnesium ion was readily observed to complex with all three phosphoryls in the nucleotide complex or with the diphosphate. A water molecule that is likely to be involved in the nucleotidyl diphosphorylase reaction was observed in the E145A:alpha,beta-imido-dUTP complex and positioned similarly as in the monofunctional trimeric dUTPase. A comparison of the active sites of the bifunctional enzyme and the monofunctional family members, dCTP deaminase and dUTPase, suggests similar reaction mechanisms. The similar side chain conformations in the deaminase site between the nucleotide and diphosphate complexes indicated a concerted re-arrangement, or induced fit, of the whole active site promoted by enzyme and nucleotide phosphoryl interactions. A pre-steady state kinetic analysis of the bifunctional reaction and the dUTPase half-reaction supported a conformational change upon substrate binding in both reactions and a concerted catalytic step for the bifunctional reaction.